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Student Council Getting
Romantic in February

only part of the job. Ms. Goldman points
out, ―There‘s a lot of work that goes into it
and a lot of people are needed, especially
The BFS student
when we start packaging the Candy
council is busy carrying out two major
Grams. That takes a lot of time so that‘s
events for February. Candy Grams have
why we planned ahead of time so we knew
been on sale in the cafeteria and will be
we would get it done and be successful.‖
distributed on Valentine‘s Day. There is
Students love the idea of sending
also a special dance planned for the end of
the month. February is the perfect month these treats to each other. Spring Hwang,
BFS Historian, said, ―I think it‘s so nice to
for secret admirers and the secretly adreceive a gift on Valentine‘s Day and at
mired of BFS.
the same time you can celebrate it togethOn January 20th middle and high
er with your friends. Also, it is a nice way
school student council members started
to show your friends or someone you seselling Candy Grams during lunch. The
tickets were only 1,00 won. Students wrote cretly admire that you care about them.‖
Last year‘s Candy Gram sale was
a special message and the person‘s name
very successful. Ms. Goldman, Ms. Lund,
that the Candy Gram would go to. Many
and the middle and high school student
students like to send positive or funny
councils are excited to carry on the tradimessages to their friends. It is such a
tion.
great way to make the school a better
A brand new tradition is starting up
place and to fundraise for student council.
at BFS this year. A Sadie Hawkins dance
Ms. Goldman and student council
will take place on Friday, February 28th
organized the sale by researching what
down in the new auditorium in level B1.
worked well last year. Ms. Goldman reflects, ―Organizing it hasn‘t been too diffi- High school students will take part in this
first ever dance that flips the script of tracult, because they did it last year and it‘s
ditional school Homecoming or Prom dancalways easier the second time around.‖
Selling the Candy Grams at lunch is es – the girls are supposed to ask the boys

Benjamin Lee

Angkor Aweigh!

Student Council selling Candy Grams at lunch

to be their dates.
12th grader Tarah Wang is helping to
organize the event. She mentioned that
the atmosphere will be, ―like a fun, and
casual party with food, drinks, and games.
Tickets are only 5,000 won. You can now
buy them at lunch.‖
February is going to be busy for student council and for BFS. But it will all
pay off when people get two different
chances to share affection, celebrate
friendship, and contribute to the warm
atmosphere of BFS.

to humanity.‖
She is excited about the
empathy and life lessons the
etnam and it was very reward- students will gain in Cambodia.
Nina Abad
ing. They have plans to devel- ―Service, contributing, and giving back is important and it
op a sustainable garden. This
Several lucky
can be really fulfilling.‖ She is
high school stu- sounds like an incredible opalso excited to be going to Angportunity
to
help
others
and
dents and two
kor Wat, the largest religious
make the earth a little bit
teachers will
greener at the same time. They monument in the world.
soon be packing their sunMr. Brennan went on the
screen and Off spray bottles for will also help teach English to
trip
in
2012. He went to Northstudents at the school.
a once in a lifetime trip to
ern
Vietnam,
which to him was
Ms. Leland has an interSoutheast Asia. The high
―more of the rice field area. We
esting
outlook
on
this
trip.
She
school Service Learning Trip
said, ―I think it‘s important for spent a lot of time up in the
will be in Cambodia during
students to get outside of their mountains that year. The cliSpring Break. In late March
mate‘s going to be a lot differabout ten students will be em- daily routine to gain perceptive
ent this year. One thing I like Students paint a school on the 2012 trip
and
see
how
other
people
live
barking on this mission, along
is that we will be making our
their lives, and acknowledge
with chaperones Mr. Brennan
own food: a hands-on cooking
that there is a lot of different
and Ms. Leland.
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It’s Elementary, My Dear Students
Elementary News by Elisha Kang

Pre-K3, K-4, and K-5 kids
Sieon Park, a fourth grader. He went on a big trip, too. They
If the halls of the is really good at skating, so he traveled over to the Haeundae
elementary wing had a blast on the trip. The
Library and Jangsan Field on
at BFS seem surprisingly quiet, teachers and students always
Friday, January 24th. The kids
that‘s because the students are look forward to the trip to
read countless books and got to
venturing out into Busan.
Third, fourth, and fifth graders
went on an ice-skating field
trip to Shinsegae on Wednesday, January 29th. All the kids
were really excited about getting out of school during the
day. Some kids actually went to
Shinsegae to practice skating
before the trip even took place.
Sophia Abad, Grade 4,
went to the ice rink beforehand
to build her skills. She shared
her practice secrets with Shark
Bytes, ―I‘m not very good at ice
skating, but my dad‘s helping
Pre-K3, K-4, & K-5 students looking for books at Haeundae Library
me learn by pushing my back.‖
Some kids already know
Shinsegae. Skating is the perexplore the massive library.
how to skate. ―I was an ice
fect sport for the wintertime.
They ran around Jangsan Field
hockey player when I was 7. I
With enough practice, we
and played games with their
went to Shinsegae a lot to play might even have a future Kim friends. Friday was an action
hockey. It‘s really fun!‖ said
Yuna in our midst!
packed day for them. Moms

probably had quiet afternoons
filled with napping children
after a huge day like that.
Since January has come to
an end, it is time for the Student of the Month assembly. It
will be on February 7th. All
elementary students from PK-1
to Grade 5 are cordially invited
to come and congratulate the
award-winners for the first
month of 2014. One or two students from each class will get
picked as the representatives
that best demonstrated this
month‘s ESLR (expected school
-wide learning result).
Students are excited and
curious about who will be chosen this month. ―Shhhhh! It‘s a
surprise!‖ whispered Pre-K
teacher, Mrs. Lossiah. Teachers think that the Student of
the Month Assemblies are the
perfect opportunity to award
and recognize Elementary
Sharks who worked hard and
behaved well.

Middle School Bytes
she grows up. Her hobbies are sleeping
and hanging with friends. "I like all of
my new friends and the lunch is good."
Hey everyone it is Jay
with all the latest Mid- Exclaims Hannah.
Anika‘s favorite subject is Science
dle School Bytes. We
and
she
really enjoys P.E. She wants to
are halfway through the school year and
be a lawyer when she grows up. "I think
our middle school family is getting bigger. There are 3 new middle school girls the students and the teachers are really
who have recently joined: Gina Shin (8th nice,‖ she voiced.
Sounds like they are really enjoying
grade), Hannah Shin (6th grade) and
the school so far. Our caring BFS stuAnika Cho (6th grade). Our new shark
mates are excited to be here
and shared some of their expectations of BFS and Korea
with Middle School Bytes.
Gina and Hannah are
sisters from Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania and Anika is
from right here in Korea.
While in Korea, Gina looks
forward to trying all Korean
foods, visiting new places, and
hanging out with her friends.
Gina hopes to be doctor one
day, and we look forward to
helping her reach her goals.
Gina said, "I think the
New Middle School students Gina, Hannah, and Anika
snack shack is pretty cool. My new
dents and teachers can totally help these
subjects are challenging and fun."
girls achieve their dreams. Make a new
Hannah's favorite subject is Engfriend and swim by these new Sharks
lish, because she is really good at it. Her
next time you see them around the camfavorite Korean food is Bulgogi and she
pus.
wants to be a government official when

Jordyn Johnson
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Model UN All-Stars Debate in Seoul
tions he is used to, Louis stated, ―SKAC
Model UN was so small compared to
―The United Nations is our KMUN. People there were true veterans
one great hope for a peace- and it was taken much more seriously.‖
Although the competition was
ful and free world,‖ stated
fierce, that didn‘t stop them from having an
American diplomat Ralph
exciting weekend. Louis also said, ―I enjoy
Bunche. That is just the purpose of the
United Nations—to unite nations in hope of debating very much; I find it very interesta more peaceful world. Students who aspire ing and meaningful that I can propose my
solutions to these problems.‖
to some day join the real United Nations
Harry Cho also loved the opporparticipate in Model United Nations (MUN)
tunity,
adding,
―It was definitely a good
while they are in high school. Three of our
experience.‖ Harry debated the problem of
top Busan Foreign School MUN delegates
got a chance to compete in a larger, more
prestigious MUN competition up in Seoul
recently.
The BFS MUN team has been so
successful at our local SKAC competitions
that the coaches and school administrators
gave our best delegates the approval to
compete against the top talent that Korea
has to offer at one of the biggest MUN conferences in the country. Seniors Louis Kim
and Sylvia Lee, along with junior Harry
Cho, traveled to Seoul from January 14th to
17th. They competed against other participants from all over the peninsula in the
Korean Model United Nations event, or
KMUN. This was all possible because of our
team‘s success at Kwangju Foreign School‘s
SKAC MUN competition back in December.
When asked about how KMUN
Louis Kim debating a resolution at KMUN in Seoul
compared to the more local MUN competi-

Adam Lossiah

nuclear proliferation as part of his role in
the Security Council, the most elite assembly of all.
When asked about his results, he
said ―I wasn't that bad as a matter of fact.
The other kids were pretty good compared
to many students I‘m used to.‖ He later
explained that ―Debating is not always
about how well you speak, it's more of a
logic game.‖
Sylvia Lee served as our chairperson for the BFS team when we competed up
in Kwangju in December. She has been on
the Model UN team all 4 years of high
school. When asked for advice that she
could give students that are contemplating
joining Model UN next school year, Sylvia
responded, ―Read the world news every
day, and do some academic debating with
your friends.‖
Model UN can be a little overwhelming at first. But once you get the
hang of the procedure and how to research
efficiently, the rewards are addictive. Harry
won big his freshman year and has been
hooked ever since. Sylvia served as most
eloquent and honorable chairperson that
BFS has ever sent to the SKAC competition. We were honored to have them serve
not only as delegates of countries, but as
delegates of Busan Foreign School. Please
congratulate these 3 on a job well done.

Three is the Magic Number
Ricky Ahn
Three new sharks are swimming in the high
school seas this semester. Please welcome Nate
Howard and Chaeree Oh to the 9th grade class.
We also have a new 11th grader, New Zealander
Lei Jurgenheimer. They all come from diverse
backgrounds and have already proven their excellence at BFS.
Shark Bytes sat down with these new students to find out what
they are enjoying about their new adventure.
Nate Howard comes from Washington State in America. He
has a unique background of being both Native American and Korean. Nate has already shown a lot of interest in many classes,
specifically Leadership and Asian History. He wants to become a
leader himself one day. Nate enjoys this school immensely because
of the kind students.
Nate confidently proclaimed, ―The students at BFS are very
responsible in classes. They are quiet when the teachers are talking, and they always seem to do their work on time. My old school
had students that were not as responsible. Also, they didn‘t show
as much school spirit as the kids here at BFS.‖
Chaeree Oh (her first name is pronounced like the fruit, cherry) lived all around the world before she came to BFS. She‘s been
to groovy places such as London, the Philippines, and America.
Chaeree is a native Korean and she wants to soak up the culture
so that she can be more familiar with her heritage. Her favorite
class so far is Art with Mrs. Soo. She seems to be having a great
time with everyone at school.
Chaeree enjoys the community and family atmosphere that

BFS has been able to offer.
She stated, ―I like BFS because it is a small school. In
my old school, there were so
many people and everything was big and crowded.
I don‘t really like being
crowded so I feel just right
at BFS.‖
Our new 11th grader,
Kiwi Lei Yeung, is enjoying
every minute at BFS. He
likes his new schedule and is
Clockwise from
settling in quite well. He
top left, new
students Nate,
told Shark Bytes, ―I am alLei, & Chaeree
ready making a lot of new
friends. This school is great
so far. I love my classes.‖
International schools always see people
come and go. The great thing about BFS is
that lately more new students are coming
here rather than leaving. It is great when
new people arrive from all over the globe. The
student body keeps getting more and more
diverse.
Be sure to say hi to Nathan, Chaeree, and Lei at school and
make them feel welcome. They are all spectacular additions to the
BFS community. As our Russian students would say, they are
fitting in here like Tetris blocks!
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Shark Bytes Movie Review
Ryan Ro
If you like short
people with
hairy feet, intense special
effects, deep characters, and
epic tales then The Hobbit is
the perfect film series for you.
Peter Jackson, the awardwinning director behind the
world famous Lord of the Rings
trilogy, is back with the second
installment in his newest series. The Hobbit films are based
on the 1937 J.R.R. Tolkien novel. They serve as a prequel to
the Lord of the Rings.

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug was thoroughly

impressive. The movie keeps us
flowing through Jackson‘s latest
trilogy. The Desolation of
Smaug brings back the thrilling
action and unique characters
that we loved so much in The
Lord of the Rings and the first
Hobbit movie. The Hobbit: The
Unexpected Journey (the first
film in this new trilogy) was a
big hit that

gy in the last film.‖ He excitedly
added, ―I love that there were
new characters in this movie,
brought tons of Middle-Earth
intended for a much older audi- which made it all even more
exciting.‖
fans back to the theaters. Bilbo ence.
Even if you are not fan
Baggins continues on his colosAlthough The Hobbit
of
Lord
of
the Rings, you should
sal quest to retrieve the lost
films have more comedy, they
watch
this
movie because of the
Kingdom of the Dwarves. I did- still adopted some of the same
funnier tone and new advenn‘t like The Unexpected Jourstorytelling techniques that
tures. I give this film a 9/10
ney as much as this newest
Peter Jackson utilized in The
film. The first Hobbit film was a Lord of the Rings. At end of the because of the plot and the
characters. The storyline hasn‘t
little bit too slow for me.
movie, the Orcs continue to
Unlike the first movie, search for the dwarves, and one peaked yet and the best moments are yet to come. I can‘t
The Hobbit: The Desolation of
of them dips his finger into a
Smaug jumped straight into
pool of blood on the ground and wait for the third film of this
trilogy to come out later this
action. More new characters
tastes it. He spits in disgust
year.
appear in this film, the story
and yells, ―Dwarf blood!‖ This
builds up more quickly, and it
mirrors a scene from The Lord
was more interesting and upof the Rings: The Two Towers
beat. My favorite new character when Gimli the dwarf dips his
is the dragon Smaug (obviously finger in blood left on some
influencing the title of the film). leaves and tastes it, only to spit
He conflicts with the dwarves
it out in disgust and shout, ―Orc
and puts you on the edge of
blood!‖
your seat, stealing every scene.
People from all over
The characters all displayed
the world are giving this movie
marvelous acting this time
outstanding reviews. BFS stuaround.
dents also love it. Eugene Baeg
Humor is one of the
from 7th grade said, ―It was fanfew things that The Hobbit
tastic. There were a lot of action
movies do better than The Lord scenes and I couldn‘t keep my
of The Rings. This is because
eyes off the screen. I also loved
The Hobbit is a children‘s book, the dragon because he will set
and The Lord of the Rings was up the climax of the whole trilo-

The Chopstick: Waffle Bant
Jihong Lee
If you are craving something sweet and warm, a
waffle from Waffle Bant is
just what you need. You
can get a taste of this mouth-watering
baked goodie from a little cafe located in
the SH Valley Building in Centum City. It
is located across from the new Busan Cinema Center.
The first thing I noticed when I
walked into the cafe was how warm and
cozy it was. This is an important point;
Waffle Bant serves dishes with ice cream
and frozen yogurt, and no one likes eating
cold stuff in a freezing shop. Also the
store was quite small. Many waffles
were sold through the take out service but there are three to four tables for people who prefer eating in
the cafe.
Looking at the menu, you could
probably buy most of the things on
the list with a single 5,000 won bill.
Basic waffles, chocolate-covered waffles, and waffles with whipped
cream and fresh fruits—these were
some of the delights available at
Waffle Bant. You don‘t have to live
in Korea for long to notice that waf-

ice cream onto the fluffy waffle and
then dig in. After I put the mouthwatering frozen yogurt on top I took
fles are a common street food here, sold in
both the hot and cold weather. Waffle Bant a big bite. (Cue the harmonious music playing in my mind!) The taste of this combo
takes the staple street treat and elevates
the service, toppings, and atmosphere up to was totally incredible. The cold and refreshing yogurt cooled my tongue while the
a much higher caliber.
sweet traditional Belgian waffle heated up
Like most cafes, you have to pay up
front before you get the ordered food. I pur- a different part of my mouth. The hot and
cold made the perfect team. The waffle
chased something that most people will
enjoy, a set menu item including yogurt ice would have been too plain without the yogurt ice cream and the ice cream would
cream and a basic waffle – all for only
have been incomplete without the waffle. I
4,700 won. My waffle was served in about
would recommend eating it while it is
10 minutes. Waffle Bant always makes
their food freshly when ordered so the waf- warm, though—it tastes best right away.
Once I was done, the tray had to be
fles are never cold or hard.
put
on
a table for cleaning. I headed out
I learned that the proper way to eat
the door full and happy, planning to come
my snack was to quickly scoop the yogurt
back some day to try other goodies
like the sweet potato latte and the
infamous ―Fresh Waffle.‖
On a scale of 1 to 10, I would
give Waffle Bant the perfect 10. Personally, I love sweet things. However, people with all tastes can enjoy
this place. The menu items closely
resemble authentic Belgian waffles.
People who like Belgian waffles have
even said that these waffles are basically the same. The Waffle Bant
seems like a great place to go with
friends or family. I'd say that it's definitely worth a try. Busan and Belgium make a great team!
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Dear Jaewon,

So I understand where you‘re coming from. Rather than thinking
that being tall is bad, think of all the positive things that come
with being your height. If someone comes up to you and point out
the obvious by saying, ―Oh my gosh. You‘re so tall!‖ Just respond
Jaewon Lee‘s Advice Column
with, ―I know, thanks!‖ Think of it as a compliment because
someone out there may desperately want to be your height. PeoDear Jaewon,
ple always want to have something they don‘t.
I‘m one of the tallest in my class. I get made
Get passed the idea that you‘re imperfect. I heard this
fun of my freakish height all the time. I‘ve refrom someone because I was insecure about my small stature and
searched to see if I could stunt my growth because
I think it‘s absolutely brilliant: Your height may determine how
I‘m so insecure with it. I‘ve drank so much coffee
tall you really are but it does not determine how highly you see
because people say it stops you from growing. Obviously, nothing seems to work. I don‘t like being so tall, it‘s like I yourself. Think highly of yourself and others will think highly of
you. Remember, no matter how confidence someone appears they
never stop growing! What‘s wrong with me? How do I become
all have insecurities.
more comfortable with my height? Help!
Don‘t change yourself to fit what other people think is
Sincerely,
normal. Normal is boring and in this day and age, ―normal‖
Trouble with Being Tall
changes so often. Don‘t let others put you down. Just as Eleanor
Roosevelt said, ―No one can make you feel inferior without your
Dear Trouble with Being Tall,
consent.‖ So, don‘t let them! Be positive, confident and own what
Okay, to start off I want you to realize there is absolutely
nothing wrong with you in any shape or form despite how people you have. Hope this helps.
Sincerely,
make you feel. I‘ve had the same problem for a while but later it
Jaewon
turned out to be for the opposite reason. In elementary and middle school, I used to be the tallest and now I‘m one of the shortest.
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Stylin’ & Profilin’ with J Squared
Jennifer Shon & Jenny Choi on Spring Wear

One-Piece Dress for Girls

Cherry blossoms, April showers, and May
flowers mean that spring weather is coming soon.
Like always, the 2014 spring styles are all about
colors. This upcoming season many fashion critics
predict purple to be the most trendy color.

Girls are you ready to
show your feminine this
side this spring? Then you
can wear a one-piece dress
this season. Complement
the dress with either converse sneakers and lace
leggings or oxford shoes.
Famous K-pop idol singer,
IU, wears various onepiece dresses during her
performances. Like the
picture, you can wear the
dress with an Oxford shirt
underneath.

Since the seasons are changing the weather
has become unpredictable. Now we hesitate in the
mornings when trying stuff on in front of the mirror. Well, don‘t worry any longer. Jenny and Jennifer have the
hottest spring fashion tips for you!
Knit Tops
The weather is going
to be chilly in the morning
for you to just wear a single layer. It also gets hot in
the afternoon - too hot for
a thick jacket. For both
girls and boys, here is a
perfect solution you can try
on Casual Fridays.

Blazers for Guys

On top of a button-up shirt you
can wear a knit top that can help
you keep your body warm but look
fashionable at the same time. It
looks really neat and tidy and gives
you a decent look. Different styles
and colors of knits will be released
from all the fashion brands this
spring. But remember, purple is in!

Do you like the blazers we wear with our BFS
uniforms? Buy some blazers that are fit and wear
them with a shirt and a
pair of your jeans on Casual Fridays or all weekend
long. When you look good,
you feel good. Students are
confident and professional
in their BFS blazers, so
why not keep that state of
mind going into the weekends?

Knits are highly recommended
Go out to your nearest department store and follow the
because they are really convenient and trendy. The knit top will fashion advice of J Squared. Be a trend setter at BFS!
suit you well an complement the simplest clothes you can find in
your closet.
MTM
If you are more of a fan
of casual rather than formal,
then I recommend wearing
Men To Men (MTM). Don‘t be
fooled by the name, both genders can get into MTM. It

looks like a hoodie without the
hood. You can wear MTM snug like
knitwear, or wear them loose like a
sweatshirt. Like the pictures above,
if you are a girl, you can buy them
bigger than usual and wear an oversized MTM. This works well with
not only jeans but also skirts.
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Bae-Pop on K-Pop: Fanatic Fans
Soobin Bae
One Direction,
Justin Bieber,
Drake—what do
they all have in common? They
have crazy fans. Unfortunately,
with a large fan-base always
comes a few bad apples—the
psychotic fans. This happens
all too often for Korean idols.
Of course not all devotees are
like the ones that appear on
the news for assaulting their
favorite singers on stage.
In America there has been
a recent trend amongst teens
who post photos on twitter saying that they will hurt themselves if their idols don‘t
―follow‖ them. People might
call this crazy, but Korea has
even more shocking incidents
involving fans. EXO, a somewhat new group in the K-Pop
world, experienced a boom in
popularity in recent months.
However, with this popularity
came deranged fans. Some
events include fans coming to
one of the member's brother's
wedding to take pictures of

them. Also, one
fan claimed to
have stolen an
EXO member's
under garments
and sold them
online.
DBSK, an
incredibly popular boy band in
Korea, has also
had their share of
insane fandom.
Some fans have
snuck into their
dorms and kissed
them while they
Frantic Kpop fans with hand-made signs meeting their idols . Do you think they go too far?
were sleeping.
Also, someone
the Sasaengs all day. The cost that laws protecting celebrities
froze one member's phone acshould be erected. Recently, the
count, checked his call history, for renting one Sasaeng taxi
Korean government has made
and called each one to see if he for a full day ranges from
300,000 to 500,000 won. Some some laws regarding the rights
called a girl. Crazy, huh?
taxi drivers feel remorse about of celebrities, which is definiteSo what are these overthe-top K-Pop fanatics called? what they do, but most of them ly a step in the right direction.
don't care because of the high
Sasaeng fans may make Korea
Koreans call them 사생팬, or
pay.
sound crazy, but celebrities
Sasaeng fans. Some taxi drivSome people believe that from other countries definitely
ers in Korea provide services
Sasaeng fans don't even deexperience these kinds of incifor these fans; they are called
serve to be called fans; they
dents as well. So what do you
Sasaeng taxis. They follow
believe that they're more like
think should be done about
idols around in their cars for
stalkers. Many people believe
them?

Beats By Brays: Chance the Rapper
Angelina Brays
American hip hop has always been my favorite
musical genre. It can be a
broad category, encompassing rap, DJing, and beatboxing. In
2013 a young hip hop artist by the name of
Chance the Rapper contributed to the evolution of this musical classification with an
album entitled Acid Rap. The title of the
album is also the name of the subgenre of
hip hop that he and other young artists are
making famous. It is also known as hipster
-rap. Fans of alternative rock and indie
music are crossing over and loving Chance
the Rapper‘s work. The subgenre combines
sophisticated production, instrumental
rock, aggressive beats, electronic and jazz
elements, and deep lyrics. The music
strays away from the typical sound and
content of modern rap music. Fans of acts
like Frank Ocean, Kanye West, Action
Bronson, and Kendrick Lamar will enjoy
Chance.
Chancellor Benett, AKA Chance the
Rapper, is a 20 year-old recording artist
from Chicago, Illinois. Acid Rap is his second record and it was released for free in
2013. You can still download a free copy on
his website. It has received a great deal of
media praise, topping the list of many mu-

sic critics‘ favorite albums of last year. It is
definitely at the top of my list. I‘m still so
shocked that an album of this quality is
free. And he is only 20 years old, just think
of how great his work can become.
Chance‘s first album was released in
2011, back when he was finishing up high

Chance the Rapper, talented hip-hop musician

school. 10 Days got the attention of journalists but nothing like the 2013 album
Acid Rap. On this new mixtape, Chance's
fans will notice the increased level of production and the more mature musician.
Why love Chance? His voice is different
than most rappers. He has almost a jazzy
delivery of his unique rhyming style. He
gained popularity through word of mouth
amongst Chicago high school students.
Acid Rap, both the musical style and

the album itself, chart a new course for hip
-hop. Chance raps more about life and lessons he has learned along the way. His
lyrics are about vivid childhood and teenage memories and positivity. He is a good
new face for rap and hip-hop.
Cocoa Butter Kisses is my favorite
track on this album. It has very clever
lines and nice word choice. It's poppy and
catchy and contains an amazing message
about memories of his grandmother.
Remember to download a free copy of
this album and form your own opinions.
Chance must have high hopes of making
money through other ways than selling
records since he is giving away his music
for free. That is a cool concept, he seems to
be embracing the mp3 and new digital
music culture.
I have talked to a few other students
at BFS that know about Chance. Jordyn
Johnson from 8th grade said, " Chance's
music not only makes me happy, but also
helps me to stay awake in the morning
when I don't want to get going right away."
It doesn't matter how much you have
experienced hip-hop culture, Chance the
Rapper will change your perspective. He is
becoming one of my favorite rappers of all
time. Beats by Brays gives "Acid Rap" an
enthusiastic 10 Beats out of 10.
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Shark
Shark
Features
Fun

Dos Señ oritas
Spanish Lessons with Señ orita Gawboy & Goldman

Chicas de BFS, the Sadie Hawkin’s
Dance will be here before you know
it and it is your turn to ask the
boys to be your date!
But, no se preocupen
(don’t worry),
Las Dos Senoritas have come up
with the perfect way to ask him
—en español of course!

Do you want to go to the dance with me?
¿Quieres ir al baile?
Let’s go to the dance together!
¡Vámonos al baile juntos!
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Shark Fun

BFS RIDDLES
1. What begins with T,
ends with T, and has T
in it?
2. What starts with a P,
ends with an E, and has
thousands of letters?
3. What is the longest
word in the dictionary?

Answers:
1. Teapot
2. Post Office
3. Smiles, because
there is a mile in
between each S
9

Shark Fun

Earn Volunteer Hours
By Helping in the
Library!

Any HS/MS student can show up!
Come and help wrap books.
Visit the library every Thursday
after school to earn volunteer hours
and help Ms. Nicholson keep the
books in shape.

Sharks Word Search

Buy Your Ticket
at Lunch Today
Only 5,000 Won

BLUE
BUSAN
CAFETERIA
CAMPUS
CLASS
DETENTION

FIELD
FINAL
HALLWAY
LIBRARY
LUNCHBREAK
MIDTERM
PRINCIPAL

SCHOOLLIFE
SHARKBYTES
SHARKTANK
SOUTHKOREA
TEACHERS
WHITE
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Shark Sports

Girls Soccer Kicks In

can take the
ball up to
the goal, but
is
hopeful
about
this
spring.
Samuel Lee
my left leg
11th grader Heenha Kim redoesn‘t have
flected on the team perforThe girls‘ soccer team is
power so I
looking to dribble back from mance last year, ―I think the
can‘t shoot!‖
best
thing
we
did
last
year
a decent season last year to
She then
finish at the top of the divi- was always staying positive.‖
commented
sion. Practice has already started this year. Heenha recalls, ―Last year we
on the team
lost
against
BIFS
several
Everyone is excited for the new season
performance
and the upcoming tournaments. But Coach times with a score of zero. But
and focus,
after every game, we cheered
Scheier wants to improve her team by fo―It would be
This
spring
be
sure
to
cheer
on
the
Lady
Sharks
each other up by saying, ‗it‘s
cusing on the fundamentals. ―We‘re going
nice
if everyokay,
they
scored
less
than
last
time.‘‖
to work on ball handling skills, teamwork,
She also expressed her feelings about one was engaged in practice. Or at least
and conditioning,‖ she stated.
Coach Scheier feels positive about the her coach. ―I think Coach Scheier is a posi- everyone on the team should attend pracseason, ―I think that we will improve from tive and good coach!‖ Heenha complement- tices.‖
There will be two major tournaments
ed, ―She‘s always cheering and she‘s always
last year.‖ She confidently remarked, ―We
coming
up sometime during March. Let‘s
supportive.‖
will definitely be successful and we will
show
our
school spirit and cheer on our
Heenha
set
a
goal
for
herself
and
her
show great sportsmanship.‖
team. ―I want to improve my leg strength. I high school girls‘ soccer team this spring.
The coach is not the only person that

MS Basketball Hits the Hardwood

hard as they can,
never give up, and
be great, encouragthe
game,
and
more
basketball
Danny Cho
ing teammates.‖
have fun,‖ points
skills, to score a lot
The players themselves
in the tournament,
Sharks bite hard out Coach Payan.
are ready to step it up and play
Not
only
do
and
to
get
taller
by
and leave no surplaying basketball . I like a cohesive unit. Eugene
vivors! The Mid- the coaches have
mentions, ―I hope we learn how
think learning the
dle school basket- to jump over
to be a better passing team, we
some hurdles,
fundamentals are
ball season is
need to pass more often. I don‘t
but
there
are
the
most
important
starting and the students are
pass a lot myself so I am worksome
personal
thing
for
me
since
pumped. Practice takes place in
challenges that
there‘s taller people ing hard to fix that and be more
the new gym every Thursday
players
want
to
on the other team. I of a team player.‖
and every other Tuesday from
Last year, Middle school
conquer
for
the
need a way to help
3:40 to 4:40. The team will be co
basketball won many games but
upcoming two
my team score or
-ed, so both girls and boys can
didn‘t bring home the SKAC
SKAC basketscore by myself."
try out to be on the squad.
trophy. This year, hopes are
ball
tournaCoach
Payan
Coach Payan says that the
high, as the team and talent
ments.
Ace
expects
many
things
Alex
Tyan
is
ready
to
win
this
year
purpose of the team is to overbasketball
from the players. He have grown. Maybe we will see
come challenges. ―We want to
th grade Eugene
player
from
7
strongly
states,
―I want Middle a shiny, golden award in the
give a chance for players to
Baeg
reflects,
―
My
three
main
school
students
to
follow Coach trophy case by the end of the
practice and learn new basketGates and my directions, try as season.
ball skills, build teamwork, win goals for this year are to learn

HS Boys Soccer Aims High
Phillip Park
The high school boys‘ soccer
team wants to win big this
season. They are so dedicated that they are off to their
earliest start in school history. Practice has been going on all through
the winter weather. With this work ethic
the Sharks are looking to move up the division ranks and win more games.
Returning coach, Mr. Chu, says, "Our
main goal is to win the trophy and to keep
building our family. Our close relationships
will lead to perfect team play.‖
Mr. Chu seems confidant and excited
about the new team members, the new field,
and the extra hours of practice. ―Last year,
we had no field of our own for practice so
we had to go to other schools to prepare.
Plus there were not as many players.‖
This year, we have our new futsal field
and many young, talented players.

Mr. Chu hints at the future, "This
year's soccer team is much closer to being
an unbeatable team; hopefully we will never lose."
Mr. Chu went on to discuss the most
significant players and leaders on the team.
He confidently commented, "Every player is
important on our team; however, in picking
our most important player is our captain,
Jeff You.‖ This comes as no surprise. Jeff
You has been the hardest working athlete
in recent BFS history. He is a role model
for the younger players. He refuses to give
up.
Mr. Chu knows Jeff is the spirit of this
year‘s team, ―Jeff leads the practice until
every member shows his full potential. In
short, Jeff is doing a great job in overcoming difficulties with other team members
and he is the glue in this family."
Mr. Chu created rigorous drills and
challenging practice schedules. From January to February, the players will strength-

en up their leg
muscles, practice sprints, and
do some endurance training.
From March to
April, they will be
working on passing the ball accurately and creating strategies
that involve
teamwork.
As the tournament approaches, they will continuously scrimmage but make
sure to check
11th Grader Eric Han at practice
the growth and
development of each player, as well as monitor individual players‘ health, flexibility,
and fundamental skills. It seems like the
boys‘ soccer team is ready to rock and roll.
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Shark Fin

Fitness Fact or Fiction
with Mr. Wojcik
Can you identify which physical
achievements are facts? Or fiction?
(answers below)
1. The longest distance traveled on a
bicycle in 24 hours is 890 kilometers
(553 miles). Fact? Or fiction?
2. The most T-shirts worn at once: 227. OK,
this is not much of a physical test. However, you
are required to move, kind of... Fact? Or fiction?
3. Mr. Lund was the backup quarterback for
the Minnesota Vikings football team in
1971. Fact? Or fiction?
4. The fastest skateboard speed from a standing position is 113 km/h (70
mph). Fact? Or fiction?
5. Mr. Wojcik once rode a unicycle around the world on the equator in 72
hours. Fact? Or fiction?
Answers:
1. Fact. The greatest distance cycled in 24 hours is 890 km (553 miles) and
was achieved by Marko Baloh of Slovenia on Sept. 6-7, 2008.

Shark Bytes Staff

2. Fact. The record for the most
T-shirts worn at once is 227
and was achieved by Jeff Van
Dijck in Brecht, Belgium, on
April 24, 2008.
3. Fiction. However, in 1971
Mr. Lund used to wear a Minnesota Vikings helmet and
uniform and pretend to be the
backup quarterback while
watching Vikings games in his
living room.

Head Editors
Soobin Bae
Louis Kim

227 T-shirts—this takes dressing in layers
to a whole new level!

4. Fact. The fastest skateboard speed from a standing position is 113 km/h
(70 mph) and was achieved by Douglas da Silva in Brazil on Oct. 20, 2007.
5. Fiction. However, Sam Wakeling rode one 453 kilometers (282 miles) in
24 hours in Wales, United Kingdom, from Sept. 29-30, 2007.
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History Bee & Bowl
Friday’s After
School in the
Library
Compete against
kids from other
schools all
around Korea.
If you love history, geography, playing trivia, or watching fun game
shows like Jeopardy,
then this is for you!
Ask Ms. Lund or Ms. Nicholson for
more details.
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